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Gravity – Cosmology Groups at Ioannina

L. Perivolaropoulos: 
Cosmology-Modified Gravity Group
https://cosmology.physics.uoi.gr/

P. Kanti: 
New Solutions in Modified Gravity  Group (Black Holes etc)



The Hubble tension

Measure at z<0.01 with 
Cepheid calibrators

Fit with Hubble flow SnIa
data (0.15>z>0.01)

Degeneracy H0
2 .  L

What if L was larger for z>0.01 than for z<0.01?

What if there was a 
gravitational transition at  zt~0.01?

Assumption:
L is the same in the Hubble flow z>0.01 

as for the local value for z<0.01?



The M tension-Hubble tension and 
the transition hypothesis

A fundamental physics transition induces a transition of M (absolute magnitude or luminosity) at  z<0.01.

Resolves M tension and Hubble tension. 
Can potentially also resolve growth tension if the transition is connected with weaker gravity at z>zt

Locally measured value of M with 
Cepheids (MB

R20) at z<0.01

Value of M implied by the value of 
H0 based on the CMB sound horizon 

from Planck18 (H0
P18) at z>0.01

M is the SnIa absolute magnitude 
(standardized luminosity)



Hubble constant from Gravitational Waves 

Measurement of dL(z)

From observed frequency f and its time derivative 
measure the redshifted chirp mass

From the measured ratio  h+/hX find the inclination θ of the 
orbit.

Use the expressions for  h+  hX to find dL.

To estimate z, use electromagnetic counterpart of GW or 
cross correlate the sky position of the GW with galaxy 

catalogues.

From dL(z) find H0 using



Testing the gravitational transition hypothesis
with LISA

Measurement of dL(z)

1. Construct the dataset  GMc(dL).

2. Search for rapid variation of GMc(dL). at 
distances in the range of 15-40Mpc which can not 
be justified by a change of redshift or mass.

3. Compare with other astrophysical data (Tully-
Fisher, Cepheid etc).



Conclusion

1. A large number of GW signals from binary systems in the Hubble flow (dL>40Mpc) can be used 
to find the value of the H0 in a manner independent of local calibrators. 

3. A large number of GW signals from local binary systems outside the Hubble flow (dL<40Mpc) 
can be used to test the gravitational transition hypothesis for the resolution of the Hubble 
tension.

2. The gravitational transition hypothesis would predict in this context a value of H0 consistent 
with the CMB measurement and inconsistent with the local Cepheid calibrators.
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